
Owls Class BIG IDEAS   Week Beginning 7-1-19 

 

Maths English Topic 

I am learning how to: 

 
 Use effective strategies for mental 

arithmetic.  

 Use effective written methods for 

all four operations. 

 Explain how to perform 

mathematical written methods 

and why they are effective. 

I am learning how to: 
 

 Make effective notes from a range of 

sources of information. 

 Summarise information to demonstrate 

understanding. 

 Orally present information to answer key 

questions. 

 Expand an area of research with 

additional questions 

 Recognise and use the features of 

effective explanation texts. 

Geography- What is a volcano and where do they 

occur? 

Art and Design- The Human Form- expressing emotion 

and movement. Links to Pompeii disaster and 

preservation of bodies as casts. This week we will be 

using photography to capture ideas. 

Computing- What is selection? What are variables? 

Create a maths quiz using these aspects of 

computing. 

Physical Education- Football with Mrs Leabon, and 

Dance and Table tennis with Mr Burges.  

PSHE- What are our ambitions for short, medium and 

long term? How can we achieve these? Are they 

realistic? What obstacle might be in my way? 

 

Early morning Work Reading and SPAG 
What can I do at home to support my child’s 

learning? 

 Count down- Number, Letter and Conundrum 

challenge. 

 Mathletics assignments: Shape- perimeter, area and 

volume, transformation and labelling shapes. 

 Mr B’s Tricky problems (a selection of activities to build 

resilience and problem solving skills.) 

 SATs practise- a mix of SPAG, maths and reading 

challenges. 

 
New activities are added throughout the week, often designed by the 

children for additional challenge. 

Personal Reading- 

reading for enjoyment. 

 

 

Group Reading –focus on 

new vocabulary. 

 

Whole Class 

comprehension text: 

reviewing key questions 

answered as homework.  

It is also always beneficial to encourage reading 

regularly to improve word recognition and build 

vocabulary and understanding. 

 

 SATs Buster Maths tests. Each week children 

will be set three short maths tests to practise 

skills.  

Due in for review on THURSDAY pm 

 

 Weekly Reading Comprehension text with 

questions. Read the text through carefully.  

Please focus on exploring the meaning of 

unfamiliar words. Read the questions and 

necessary parts of the text again. Answer the 

questions in full sentences. 

Due in for review on FRIDAY pm. Web Sites: http://www.mathletics.co.uk/                         https://www.nightzookeeper.com/ 

http://www.mathletics.co.uk/

